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Contribution/results

- Effects of **informational spillovers** (from **financial mkt** to **real sector**) on use of information, price informativeness, and volatility

Possible destabilizing effect
Mechanism: informed speculators
- price signal of productivity
- investment (by capital providers)

Informational spillover to real sector affects the degree of complementarity/substitutability in traders' investment decisions
- sensitivity of traders' behavior to various sources of information
- response of the price to different noise shocks
- information available to capital provider(s)

Normative result: traders either coordinate too much (when mkt liquidity is low) or too little (when mkt volatility is high)

Policy prescriptions: (state contingent) policies that subsidize real investment or affect mkt liquidity can increase welfare
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- Never under sensitivity to correlated noise
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- REE: Allow traders to condition on information revealed by $P$

- Variance of noisy supply $\approx$ mkt liquidity?

- Policy analysis requires some work
  $\rightarrow$ bringing $k^*$ closer to $k_{OP}$ does not imply higher welfare (moving across $\neq$ economies).
    (a) state-contingent tax/subsidies change payoffs
    (b) liquidity provision affects price informativeness (for given $k$)

- Idea that gov’t should increase liquidity (increase variance of noisy supply) to increase price-informativeness does not sound convincing
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- Advantage/appropriateness of bang-bang solution (threshold strategies)
  (i) OK in games of regime change
  (ii) less so in speculative trading

- Better discussion of related literature / contribution
  - macro/finance applications of herding literature
  - policy with dispersed information (AP 2009, Lorenzoni 2009,...)
  - effect of complementarities on use of information (not only value): MS 2002, AP 2009
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Traders cannot tell whether high $K$ is driven by high profitability or correlated error in entrepreneurs’ information.

Entrepreneurs anticipate effect of $K$ on $P$ (collective signaling game).

Mispricing ($F - P$) predictable (in part) by entrepreneurs.

Key **positive** result: informational spillovers **amplify** contribution of noise to aggregate volatility.

Key **normative** result: In the presence of information spillovers, the contribution of noise to aggregate volatility is inefficiently high.

Policy: price stabilization policies (e.g., taxes on financial trades) contingent on both the price and aggregate investment:

$$\tau = \tau(p, K) = \tau_0 + \tau_p p + \tau_K K$$

can (indirectly) control price response to various sources of information and hence complementarity in entrepreneurs’ investment decisions.
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